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Coming up………..
• Wildlife sightings
• Buffalo darting
• Sable move
• Reserve projects
• Bush survival skills
• Benthic invertebrate 

monitoring
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Volunteers joining Askari this month formed “The rock slinging cry
babies”. The group were members of this year’s team from Fleming
college in Ontario, Canada. All students complete the field placement
aspect of their ‘Ecosystem management’ course here at Askari.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

The month in view

New cheetah cub

This month we received a
call on the radio that a
cheetah had been spotted
near the house. Now that
is always an exciting call
but this one even more
so…..there was a cub! We
raced to the spot and

found female ‘Naledi’ with a cub no more than 8 weeks old. Although quite far
off the road we had a lovely sighting as the cub was curious. Cheetah have an
average of 5 cubs. They have so many as there is a good chance that many will
be lost to other predators. Sadly, to only have one left at this early stage is not
a great sign. Soon, the dangers that this cheetah mum faces every day became
all too apparent. Suddenly she jumped up and ran away, cub in tow
instinctively following mum. Less than 1 minute later and 2 lions were on her
mound; a stark reminder of the fine balance of survival for cheetah.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Buffalo darting & Sable move
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Almost a year ago the first ever Cape buffalo arrived
on Pidwa. 3 females, who have been our neighbours
here at Askari, each had a calf and this month it was
time to move them to their new home. This is a
designated buffalo boma of over 100 hectares within
the buffalo camp. Not only were they moving home
but also meeting new friends! Simultaneously, a new
herd of 9 buffalo were introduced directly into the
buffalo boma. The two groups were bonded, through
a fence initially, to form our new breeding herd. 2 of
our new females have given birth since bringing our
total up to 17. As you can imagine, lifting these huge
bovines onto the stretcher and then into the trailer
was a mammoth job and it was all hands on deck!

Earlier in the month, and it was all about the sable. The 7 remaining males from Camp number 5 were
darted and relocated to the wild within the buffalo camp. Here they are safe from lions but roam freely and
feed themselves. It is a big undertaking to move so many animals in one day. Once darted, each animal is
moved onto the stretcher and then the back of the hilux. It is transported down to buffalo camp and then

woken up at the
other end. Luckily
with the Fleming
team on board it all
ran very smoothly.
We later placed extra
water at the release
site for the sable to
find while they
orientated to their
new environment.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Reserve work & Projects
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Tree protection was completed at the Marula tree on Main
access. It was great to have so many people on the team as we
have to travel so far down the old mine now to get the large,
sharp rocks.

Work at the erosion site is really starting
to pay off with fresh grass growth visible
from all our sessions in the past few
months. A huge thank you for all the pick
axing, sweat and tears that everyone has
put into this site.

The antelope breeding camps
received their monthly clean
removing old feed and dung
build up and cleaning the
water troughs. Anti-poaching
patrols, fence painting, sleep
out and a tree walk were also
on the agenda.

But we can’t work hard all the time. Taking in a sunrise (left) or sunset (right) here and there is important too!

Another job now taking place every 2 weeks is collection of dung from the sable in the camps. The dung is
then prepared and studied under the microscope to make a count of internal parasites/worms.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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Keeping track of the local lion
pride movements is
progressively more difficult as
the youngsters begin to split off
and females are unsure about
their new rulers. We had some
great sightings of the males
‘Kalahari jnr’ and ‘Zamula’ and
then a lovely morning with
female ‘Intombi’ and one of the
young males.

Down in the south we enjoyed
a fantastic spotted hyaena
sighting of a mother with 2
playful, and very curious, cubs.
Sticking with Katie’s favourites
the team also discovered not
one but two Flap-necked
chameleons!

We enjoyed sightings of all the general
game and elephant herds. We also had
a great month for the owls seeing
numerous ‘Spotted eagle owls’ and a
‘Southern white-faced owl’. AND
another leopard to report! A useless
photo but every photo is an
achievement! Can you spot it?

Spotted eagle owl

Southern white-faced owl

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Benthic invertebrate monitoring
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Benthic invertebrates are aquatic insects that live on the bottom of lakes or streambeds. They generally go
without thought or notice but can be very useful in determining water quality. As with all creatures, some
aquatic insects are more sensitive to pollution than others. Frogs for example are important biological
indicators as they are often the first organism to react or show signs of decline when their environment is
polluted. By identifying benthos to order and family level it is possible to understand whether or not
sensitive species live here in the river on Pidwa. By monitoring the increase or decline of these species over
time we can understand changes in water quality. This is particularly pertinent to us on Pidwa where the
Selati river runs through a number of agricultural areas before reaching our wilderness. Chemicals used in
farming practices may have an effect on our water quality. Sampling is done by collecting live specimens
from the river and then analysing our catch.

This month we took an extended walk on Langa
langa to learn some bushcraft and survival skills.
We’ve all seen Ray Mears and Bear Grylls, eating
unthinkable things and completing gruelling
challenges; this time we bought the skills to our
own backyard to see what could help us survive in
the Pidwa wilderness. There are 6 key points to any
survival situation and the most important of all is
your attitude; the ability to keep calm. When
panicked you lose the ability to think clearly and
could end up making life threatening or even fatal
mistakes. Others include finding water, food,
making shelter and fire and avoidance of dangerous
animals which is incorporated with
health/disease/infection.

Bushcraft and survival Did you know?

• The roots of a ‘Mother in law’s tongue’ can
provide moisture. You can also make rope from
the leaf itself.

• Need to orientate in the bush? The sun, termite
mounds and scorpion holes can all help you find
your way.

• String can be made from the inner bark of a silver
raisin bush.

• Water can be filtered through the stems of lillies
or even clothing to make it safe to drink.


